
Modeling of a Continuum Soft Robotic System

It is essential to achieve safe interaction between robots and humans in several applications. Here, we focus on the
development of soft robotic systems (continuum robots). First, the robot will be designed and modeled. Second, the
robot will be fabricated and motion control of its end-effector will be achieved.

Objective
In this study, we will model a continuum soft robotic
system based on the energy approach. First, we will
model its forward and inverse kinematics. The continuum
robot will be modeled using continuous (moving) frames.
Frenet-Serret moving frames will be used to describe its
kinematics in three-dimensional space. Second, we will
drive the dynamics of the robot using the Lagrangian
approach and simulate the dynamics and design motion
control inputs.

Tasks
• Modeling of the soft-robotic system;

• Development of the forward kinematic and the inverse
kinematics of the robot;

• Development of the dynamics of the robot;

• Fabrication and control of soft robotic system;

• Tracking of the end-effector of the soft robotic system.

Materials
• DC or stepper motors will be purchased;

• Housing, flanges, and other components have to be
fabricated;

• Electric drivers will be purchased;

• A control system will be purchased;

• Aluminium sections are required;

• 2 Digital cameras are required.

PREREQUISITES
Students are expected to have a working knowledge
of control theory, differential equations, linear systems,
statics, kinematic and dynamics. Familiarity with
programming, especially Matlab, Comsol, and Ansys.

OTHER NOTES
This project will involve a weekly meeting with the
instructors and progress reports have to be prepared. All
reports should be written in academic paper format.

Figure 1. A sperm-shaped microrobot is fabricated using
electrospinning. This microrobot consists of a microbead and
an ultra-fine fiber that resemble the morphology of a sperm
cell. The microbead contains iron oxide nanoparticles and
provides magnetic dipole moment (m), whereas the fiber provides
propulsive force when oscillating magnetic fields are applied.
These fields are generated using an orthogonal configuration
of electromagnetic coils (bottom-right inset). This workstation
consists of a Syringe pump (1), a syringe needle (2), a grounded
collector (3), a linear motion stage (4), and a cartesian robot with
3 degrees-of-freedom (5). High voltage is supplied between the
needle and the collector (6).
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